
MDM4U - Permutations Review 
Part 1 – Computation 
1. Write each expression as a factorial. 

a) 5! 

b) 8! 

c) 10! 

d) 30 × 4! = 6 × 5 × 4! = 6! 

e) 5! 

2. Write each permutation as an expression with 

factorials, then evaluate. 

a) 𝑃(5,2) 

=
5!

(5 − 2)!
 

=
5!

3!
 

=
120

6
 

= 20 

b) 𝑃(4,4) 

= 4! 

= 24 

c) 𝑃(9,2) 
9!

(9 − 2)!
 

9!

7!
 

72 

d) 𝑃(6,5) ÷ 5! 

=
6!

(6 − 5)!
÷ 5! 

=
6!

5!
 

= 6 

e) 𝑃(3,0) 

=
3!

(3 − 0)!
 

=
3!

3!
 

= 1 

3. Write each expression as a permutation (that is, 

𝑷(𝒏, 𝒓) style). 

a) 𝑃(5,5) 

b) 𝑃(7,5) 

c) 𝑃(6,4) 
d) 𝑃(10,6) 

Part 2 – Application 
Solve the following, using permutations and factorials 

whenever appropriate. 

4. How many ways are there to arrange the letters 

of the word TABLE? 

There are 5 unique letters, so there are  

𝑃(5,5) = 5! 

= 120 

unique arrangements.  

5. 10 students are running in the school election for 

the positions of President, Vice-President, 

Treasurer, and Social Convener. How many 

different ways are there to fill the positions from 

the 10 candidates?  

There are 10 candidates to fill 4 unique positions, 

so there are 

𝑃(10,4) =
10!

(10 − 4)!
 

=
10!

6!
 

= 5040 

different ways. 

6. How many ways are there to arrange the letters 

of the word EFFERVESCENT? 

There are 12 letters, including 4 Es and 2 Fs. The 

rest of the letters are unique. There are 
𝑃(12)

4! 2!
=

12!

48
 

= 9979200 

arrangements. 

7. Draw a tree diagram that shows all of the 

possible outcomes for flipping a coin and then 

rolling a d6 die.  

 
8. How many unique, 7-digit numbers can be 

formed from the digits 1, 3, 3, 3, 5, 7, 7?  



𝑃(7,7)

3! 2!
=

7!

3! 2!
 

= 420 

9. Mr. Grasley’s sock drawer is disorganized: none 

of the socks are matched up. He has 5 pairs of 

socks in the drawer: red, black, white, yellow, 

and lime green. If he takes out one sock at a time 

without looking, how many socks does he have 

to take before he can guarantee he has a 

matching pair?  

He can draw at most 5 socks (one of each colour) 

before a sock must match a previously drawn 

sock. So, he must take out 6 socks to guarantee a 

matching pair.  

10. At a wedding, the 10 members of the Jones 

family is seated at a round table. Brothers Frank 

and Kurt Jones can’t sit next to each other. How 

many different seating arrangements are 

possible? The tables are round, so rotating 

positions does NOT count as another 

arrangement.  

There are several ways to think about this 

question. Here are a couple:  

Version 1 (direct method): Suppose we place 

everyone except Kurt at the table. There are  
9!

9
= 8! 

ways to do this. Kurt must then choose a seat, but 

he can’t sit next to Frank. That leaves 7 places he 

can sit, so there are  

7 × 8! =  282240 

arrangements.  

Version 2 (indirect method):  

There are  
10!

10
= 9!  

ways to arrange the table ignoring the Frank-Kurt 

restriction.  

But some of those arrangements include Frank 

and Kurt beside one another.  

To count those “bad” arrangements, think of 

Frank and Kurt as a single place. Then there are 
9!

9
× 2 = 8! × 2 

arrangements which are bad.  

Taking the difference, we have 

9! − 8! × 2 =  362880 − 40320 × 2 

= 282240 

11. List all of the possible unique, 4-digit numbers 

that can be formed from the digits 1, 2, 2, 3.  

1223 

1232 

1322 

3122 

3212 

3221 

2123 

2132 

2213 

2232 

12. How many ways can you arrange the letters of 

BALL without putting the Ls next to each other?  

I like the indirect method for this one. There are  
4!

2!
= 12 

arrangements without restriction. Some of these 

have Ls together; by thinking of the Ls as a single 

unit we have  

3! = 6 

ways to arrange the letters with the Ls together. 

That leaves  

12 − 6 = 6 

arrangements that do not have the Ls next to 

each other.  

This question is small enough that you might just 

list them all.  

13. Mr. Grasley is making 4-character codenames for 

the students in his classes. He has a total of 77 

students. What is the minimum number of 

unique characters he needs to include in his 

“alphabet” to ensure he has enough codenames? 

How many codenames will be “left over” and 

unassigned?  

If he used 2 characters (like A and B) there would 

be  

24 = 16 

codenames.  

3 characters (like A, B, and C) would yield 

34 = 81 
codenames, which is more than enough. There 

would be  

81 − 77 = 4 

codenames left over.  

14. Write a question I can share with the rest of the 

class. Tweet, email, or blog-comment it.  


